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DEAR CUSTOMER,
Thanks a lot for your interest in Zedler testing services. 

With precise, innovative and reliable testing systems we provide you with tailor-made solutions for 
nearly any testing tasks in the state-of-the-art dynamic testing of bicycles and bicycle components.  
For many years, we have been one of the leading suppliers of testing services and systems that you can 
find in the testing laboratories of the trend-setting bicycle manufacturers and magazines.

The tests of our SAFETY series are aimed at testing bicycle frames, forks and components mainly for 
fatigue and impact as well as overload strength. They allow statements about the fatigue strength 
 without time consuming assembly and many thousand miles of test rides in different terrains.

Based on the rich treasure of experience gained from numerous expert’s reports on material of Ingeni-
eur- und Sachverständigenbüros für Fahrradtechnik Zedler, after several years of development and – 
what is more – testings as well as in close cooperation with universities, the testing systems are to carry 
out tests of the components for the evaluation of the operational safety.

In combination with the testing methods for the determination of stiffnesses, the geometry and the 
coating quality already established in the sector for years, the testing systems offer to manufacturers 
and engineers a wide range of possibilities. As early as prior to the series production, but also as quality 
control during the production, possible weaknesses can by remedied or variations in quality can be 
detected and repaired.

We test for you bicycle frames, forks and components with regard to overload, impact strength as well 
as fatigue behaviour.

The bicycle testing systems developed by Zedler-Institut simulate typical riding situations, special 
events and foreseeable inappropriate use and misuse in realistic clamping. During the test of frame-
sets that is close to practice the loads acting on the saddle and the head tube during riding out of the 
saddle and as a result of the influences of the road are reproduced just like the 
braking forces acting on the front part of the frame and on the fork. Disc brake 
forces can be applied and overloads arising during jumps can be simulated.

I am absolutely confident that our testing results will be a valuable support 
in the development of your products and wish you good luck and success. 
I welcome your feedback. Feel free to send us your inquiries, improvement 
suggestions or criticism.

Dirk Zedler, graduate engineer
Managing Director
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Currently, the world of cycles is actively discussing about the right way to test the fatigue strength. 
Real data are being collected by many universities and private companies. Every now and then sophis-
ticatedmultiaxis test stands are being introduced. Nevertheless, the world of cycles is in this respect 
still standing at the beginning.

It would be ideal to perform the measured data reduced by the non-damaging shares as so-called 
operating stress fatigue tests (real time tests) in fast motion. At present, this kind of test that is closest 
to realistic cycling can only be performed with hydropulsers. This testing technology causes extraordi-
narily high costs that according to what experience has shown are not presentable in the cycle sector.

A test conducted on an assembled bicycle is also an ideal case that, however, in our experience cannot 
be realised at present due to several factors. On the one hand the tests conducted on assembled bicy-
cles require many force application points starting from the multiple contact points of the road loads, 
the transported baggage to the loads introduced by the rider into the bicycle. This requires multiaxis 
test stands which not only increases the expenses considerably, but also results in a comprehensive 
 setup or a negligence of a number of load cases. The usage of many testing axes often leads to vibra-
tion problems which in the best case force the testers to reduce the testing speed considerably. Fur-
thermore, you as a bicycle manufacturer have numerous model configurations that have to be tested 
individually one after the other.

Countless material failure and accident analyses made by Ingenieur- und Sachverständigenbüros für 
Fahrradtechnik Zedler and basic testings over many years as well as the experiences of Zedler – Institut 
für Fahrradtechnik und -Sicherheit GmbH allow some key messages for proper testing under liability 
and legal aspects:

More important than an individual test with a presumably awesome test procedure according to
state-of-the-art scientific findings is performing regular tests on large piece numbers. To obtain
a reliable evaluation you should, as a rule, test at least two to three test pieces per model.

It is much more important to mount a test piece realistically and to properly apply the operating
loads and forces than to feed in comprehensive real time tests.

TESTING YES, BUT HOW?
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Metallic materials have another behaviour and show other damage mechanisms than fibre- 
compound materials. For this reason, it is the test procedure and not the loads that must be 
 adjusted to the materials and optimized accordingly.

It is out of the question that there is the only appropriate test for all bicycles. But there is not only 
the cyclist either. The load profiles typically vary according to the type of bicycle and of course also 
depend on the user habits of the cyclist. The analysis of countless cases of failure in practice clear-
ly reveals the different types of failure for each bicycle type. That is to say damage to the frames 
of road racing bikes differ from damage to city and trekking bike frames. These aspects must be 
considered during the tests.

In the event a component fails on the test stand, its breakage pattern must be compared to those 
occurred in reality. That’s what we have already done for you with our internal benchmarking.

Economically affordable testing follows the platform orientation and considers corresponding 
component assemblies.

Tests must be comprehensible and documentable. Secret sciences are contraproductive and inef-
fective, as they are not reproducible.

The DIN EN ISO tests should be performed (in adjusted form, see further below) in order to comply 
with the minimum standard accepted in nearly all countries.

It is prescribed by the mandatory CE marking that the pedelec must be tested and evaluated according 
to the directive 2006/42/EC of the European Parliament and Council (Machinery Directive). This includes a 
risk analysis which must be performed by the manufacturer prior to signing the declaration of conformity 
and fixing the CE mark. In the field of testing the DIN EN ISO standards do not satisfy at all the Machinery 
Directive, as there are serious deficiencies. We therefore highly recommend at least Advanced tests for 
pedelec frame sets and Advanced Plus tests for S-pedelecs.

As a conclusion from these findings and in consideration of the jurisdiction that is known to us, we re-
commend the intelligent usage, combination and adaptation to existing DIN EN ISO standards as basis. 
Get in touch with us to discuss the program suiting best for your range of models. Impact tests, overload 
tests and dynamic fatigue tests are performed by us according to the DIN EN ISO standards or in adjusted 
form according to the latest state-of-the-art in science and technology and this of course always after 
consultation with our customer.

Our fatigue testing systems allow single-step and multi-step tests or block programs. We contribute our 
testing experience in particular to the fatigue tests and constantly cross-check the results against reality. As 
different materials require adjusted tests, get in touch with us that we can specify the test scope and costs 
together with you. Feel free to contact us.
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YOUR ADVANTAGES AT A GLANCE:
 Development accompanying tests with high reproducibility within short time

 The option for continuous product quality due to sample checks

 Basic legal security due to DIN EN ISO compliant tests

 Higher legal security or the legitimation to award the CE mark due to tests that are 
compliant beyond the minimum requirements according to the DIN EN ISO standards

 Free trade in Europe with passed and recorded DIN EN ISO compliant tests and CE marking

 Reduction of complaint rate and therefore costs cutting for staff, storekeeping and 
spare material

 As a result many satisfied customers due to bicycles with reduced complaint rate 
owing to high product quality

TESTING SERVICES – PERFORMANCE AND QUALITY:
We offer further testing services in our state-of-the-art laboratory:

 Measurement results of the PERFORMANCE testing systems put into numbers riding 
characteristics of bicycles and their components. The testing of our PERFORMANCE 
series is mainly designed to test bicycle frames, forks and components for stiffness 
and geometry. This allows precise statements about the riding behaviour without 
time consuming assembly and test rides in different terrains.

 To determine reasonable torque values and mounting specifications for assemblies 
instead of relying upon the instructions of the screw manufacturers, is a very impor-
tant step towards the minimization of failures in service. 
Further examinations and measurements comprise the entire field of “precision and 
bicycle fit” as well as coating tests and functional checks.

OUR PERFORMANCE TESTING SYSTEMS ARE ALSO AVAILABLE.
Please contact: testsystems@zedler.de

 03 TLS II 01 LKS  06 LRS ll

Wheel stiffness / overloadHead tube stiffness / riding stability BB stiffness / efficiency
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Zedler term  Load  DIN EN ISO 4210

Frame two-sided pedal load  DSPL  ./.

Frame one-sided pedal load  SSPL  ./.

Fork bending load  FBL  Front fork – static bending test

Fork brake load  FDBL  Front fork for hub or disc brakes – static brake 
  torque test

Fork tensile load  FTL  Tensile test

Saddle test  SL  Saddle – static strength test

Seat post load  SPL  ./.

Stem-fork steerer torsional security  SSTO  Connection between handlebar and steerer – torsional security test

Handlebar-stem load  SSL  Stem – lateral bending test

Handlebar/stem – lateral bending load  HBSL  Handlebar-stem – lateral bending test

Handlebar/stem – front bending load  HBFL  Handlebar-stem – forward bending test

Handlebar/stem – torsional security  HBTO  Torsional security on stem

Luggage carrier/pannier rack test  PRVL  Static load test – vertical load

Luggage carrier/pannier rack test  PRSL  Static load test – lateral load

DETERMINATION OF THE OVERLOAD STRENGTH – OVERLOAD

Zedler term  Load  DIN EN ISO 4210

Frame BB test  BBF  Frame – fatigue test with pedalling forces (out of the saddle)

Frame seat tube test  STF  Frame – fatigue test with a vertical force

Frame head tube test  HTF  Frame – fatigue test with horizontal forces

Frame – disc brake mount fatigue test  DBF  ./.

Fork bending test  FBF  Front fork – bending fatigue test

Fork brake test  FDBF  Front fork for hub or disc brakes – brake mount fatigue test

Saddle test  SF  Saddle/seat-post clamp – fatigue test

Seat-post test  SPF  Seat-post – fatigue test – stage 1

Handlebar-stem test  HBF  Handlebar/stem assembly – fatigue test

Crank assembly test  CAF  Crank assembly – fatigue test

Luggage carrier/pannier rack test  PRVF  Dynamic load test – vertical test

Luggage carrier/pannier rack test  PRHF  Dynamic load test – lateral test

Pedal test  PF  Pedal – dynamic durability test

DETERMINATION OF THE FATIGUE STRENGTH – FATIGUE

Zedler term  Load  DIN EN ISO 4210

Fork frontal impact  FI  Front fork – rearward impact test

Frame frontal impact  FMI  Frame – impact test (falling mass)

Frame vertical impact  FFI  Frame/front fork assembly – impact test (falling frame)

DETERMINATION OF THE IMPACT STRENGTH – IMPACT
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YOUR OPTIONS IN THE LABORATORY OF ZEDLER-INSTITUT

Tests according to the valid, type-specific DIN EN ISO standards (ISO 4210 since January 31, 2015) can be 
performed as well as tests compliant to higher requirements or company-own standards, as is common 
use e.g. in the automotive sector.

In principle, you can order every test individually.
The tests can also be performed according to your company-own standard.

We have developed for you four test packages for framesets that are according to our experience suita-
ble to test the fatigue strength of bicycle frames and forks or to meet the requirements of the standards 
and the CE marking.
With the increasing demands in the packages you can classify your bicycles in the respective category 
according to the user profile. Please contact our team of bicycle engineers.

EN/ISO PACKAGE

Includes all tests prescribed for the according bicycle category in the respective DIN EN ISO standards 
(ISO 4210 since January 31, 2015). These tests are necessary with regard to the free trade in Europe and 
provide safety in terms of documents.

In the DIN EN ISO standards, however, some load cases are not assumed realistically. In addition, the EN 
standard does not consider material-specific properties.

In short: Our field experience shows that the EN/ISO packages are not sufficient.

EN/ISO/BASIC PACKAGE
Most cost-effective option for a Basic test. The tests fully check the compliance with the DIN EN ISO 
standards (ISO 4210 since January 31, 2015) and also include the necessary testing methods for the 
according bicycle category or frame materials. In the case of mountain and trekking bikes as well as 
pedelecs (EPAC) this is e.g. the disc brake load acting on the frame. In addition, the tests are performed 
by applying partly more load alternations, as the EN ISO load cycles seem to be without system.

In short: Tests in accordance with the EN/ISO standards are performed; tests that are missing in the 
standards are added, the loads partly adapted.

ADVANCED PACKAGE
In an additional round on all testing systems the test pieces which have already undergone the EN/
ISO and EN/ISO/Basic tests are tested with partly increased loads at simultaneously lower load cycles. 
With this package the EN ISO standard is fulfilled on the one hand and on the other hand completed 
with reasonable tests with adjusted loads that are necessary for sufficient fatigue strength. This is in our 
opinion the minimum level for a pedelec and for sports or intensively used bicycles, e.g. with an overall 
weight of more than 100 kg.

In short: Tests in accordance with the EN/ISO standard and EN/ISO/Basic tests are performed; tests in 
addition to the standard are mixed in form of a realistic block program.
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ADVANCED PLUS PACKAGE
A test piece undergoes 13 to 16 individual tests before achieving the Advanced Plus standard. After  
EN/ISO, EN/ISO/Basic and Advanced the test pieces are tested with partly increased loads at simulta-
neously lower load cycles. For many components this means an “End of Life” short test. The failure of 
a component during mixed tests in blocks indicates to the manufacturer where the component will 
fail, if the worst comes to the worst. In our opinion, however, highly stressed mountain bikes and S-
pedelecs should pass these tests as a minimum.

In short: Frames undergo mixed tests in form of a block program over four rounds with all load types and 
increasing forces. This is currently one of the most complex and realistic tests for frames and framesets.

MULTILOAD
Multiload stands for block program tests reflecting reality clearly closer than the common single-step 
tests, e.g. of the DIN EN ISO standards (ISO 4210 since January 31, 2015), can. Multiload is currently 
available for handlebar-stem-units and seat posts, as the research and the wealth of experience pro-
vide the basis for such a requirement. Taking into account the latest research results we are currently 
working on offering Multiload also for forks and frames soon.

In short: There are currently no tests that are closer to reality.

TEST SEALS FOR SUCCESSFUL SAFETY TESTS

Upon your request we are glad to make successfully passed tests transparent and thus evident for 
your customer as a confidence-building measure which can also be used for marketing purposes. The 
new test seals are available in four categories which are classified according to the requirements of our 
SAFETY tests.

A successfully passed EN/ISO or EN/ISO/Basic test is awarded 
with the seal in grey. Bronze is issued by us for the fulfilment 
of the stricter Advanced requirements. Silver is awarded by us 
for Advanced Plus tests. This category was introduced to meet 
higher loads acting on some bicycle types, such as mountain 
bikes and pedelecs. Gold is awarded to products which have 
successfully passed the ”Multiload” test requirements.

Please let us know, if your products have successfully passed our tests and you want the respective 
test seal. We should be pleased to create the test seal individually for you – with your brand and model 
name. Just mark with a cross where applicable in the application form.

PUBLICATION OF SUCCESSFULLY PASSED SAFETY TESTS

We are currently working on the establishment of a data base for components which have successfully passed 
tests in our house. This data base will be posted on our website soon. As we are linked with leading magazines, 
our website is constantly frequented by visitors, which makes this service certainly attractive for you.

Please let us know, if your products have successfully passed our tests and if you want that your products 
are listed in the respective category. We should be pleased to post your product on our website.

SAFETY 
TEST

MULTI
LOADSAFETY 

TEST

inkl. ISO 4210

ADVANCED
PLUSSAFETY 

TEST

AD-
VANCED

inkl. ISO 4210

SAFETY 
TEST

ISO 4210
BASICSAFETY 

TEST

 ISO
4210
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YOUR OPTIONS IN THE LABORATORY OF ZEDLER-INSTITUT



SAFETY TEST SEQUENCE WITH A ROAD/CYCLOCROSS BICYCLE FRAME WITH DISC BRAKES AS AN EXAMPLE
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ZEDLER-INSTITUT TERM BBF STF HTF DBF FMI FFI

TERM USED IN THE STANDARD Pedal forces Vertical forces Horizontal forces ./. Falling mass Falling frame

LOAD CASE

DAMAGE

SAFETY TEST
XX/2016

Component
Type

Producer

RR
ISO 4210

1ST ROUND
ISO 4210 criteria. All four road bike ISO 
tests fulfilled, test piece obtains ISO seal.

100,000  
LOAD CYCLES 

ISO LOAD

50,000  
LOAD CYCLES 

ISO LOAD

100,000  
LOAD CYCLES 

ISO LOAD

1 IMPACT  
ISO LOAD

2 IMPACTS  
ISO LOAD

SAFETY TEST
XX/2016

Component
Type

Producer

RR
ISO 4210 

BASIC

2ND ROUND 
Addition of tests missing in the standard. 
All tests fulfilled, test piece obtains ISO/
Basic seal.

15,000  
LOAD CYCLES 
BASIC LOAD

SAFETY TEST
XX/2016

Component
Type

Producer

RR
ADVANCED

inkl. ISO 4210

3RD ROUND
The fatigue tests are performed once 
again according to the relevance of the 
load case for the bicycle type. All eleven 
tests fulfilled, test piece obtains  
Advanced seal.

30,000  
LOAD CYCLES 

ADVANCED LOAD

70,000  
LOAD CYCLES 

ADVANCED LOAD

20,000  
LOAD CYCLES 

ADVANCED LOAD

1 IMPACT  
ADVANCED LOAD

(DURING ADVANCED 
PLUS THIS TEST IS NOT 

 PERFORMED)

SAFETY TEST
XX/2016

Component
Type

Producer

inkl. ISO 4210

RR
ADVANCED 

PLUS

4TH ROUND
The fatigue tests are performed once 
again according to the relevance of the 
load case for the bicycle type. An impact 
test is performed finally. All 15 tests 
fulfilled, test piece obtains Advanced 
Plus seal.

30,000  
LOAD CYCLES 

ADVANCED PLUS 
LOAD

20,000  
LOAD CYCLES 

ADVANCED PLUS 
LOAD

10,000  
LOAD CYCLES 

ADVANCED PLUS 
LOAD

15,000  
LOAD CYCLES 

ADVANCED PLUS 
LOAD

1 IMPACT 
ADVANCED PLUS 

LOAD
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EN ISO
The ISO standard was an international standard until the end of 2014, which however had not been 
updated for years, being thus of no importance. Since January 31, 2015 the new ISO standard 4210 
has been in force. It is a slightly revised version of the EN standards and is a worldwide standard. In 
addition, there is the ISO 8098 in force for kids’ bicycles.

With regard to the specific types the standard includes the categories mountain, road racing, city/
trekking and young adult bicycles. To date, the EPAC (E-bike/pedelec) standard EN 15194 is still in 
force. These standards have been ratified by numerous countries, including 28 EU member coun-
tries, and converted into the national standards.

Note: In France, the EN and thus the ISO standards have been adopted into law, i.e. goods can only be 
imported or sold on the French market after they have passed the testings to standard.

The bicycle standards are established by interested parties and define no more than a minimum 
standard for the products.

However, the set of standards is not complete, the requirements of the different bicycle types are 
not congruent and in some fields even unreasonable. Therefore, the tests according to EN and ISO 
standards alone do not provide sufficient safety for your products.

DIN, AFNOR, BS etc.
AFNOR, BS and similar standards are the national standards of European countries, just like the DIN stan-
dards in Germany. Since the harmonization in the years 2005 and 2006 the national standards are conver-
ted European EN standards. Since 2015 these are ISO standards which were developed by the European 
CEN commission. Therefore, the correct descriptions are AFNOR EN ISO, BS EN ISO, DIN EN ISO etc.

DINplus
DINplus is an economic seal of quality with extracts from the EN standards as basis and making 
 higher demands on these tests.
To become certified by DIN CERTCO GmbH according to DINplus, the component must be tested by 
an accordingly accredited laboratory and pass the tests. 
Like the European EN standards, the DINplus rules are neither complete and therefore do not provi-
de sufficient safety.

FAQ
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CE mark
The CE mark sends a signal to the authorities that the product complies with the minimum require-
ments of all directives applicable in Europe and takes into account the risk assessment in accordance 
with DIN EN ISO 12100:2010. The CE mark is mandatory for pedelecs – not for bicycles. 
The self-certification is possible; the pedelec must however comply with the requirements of the 
Machinery Directive. Apart from the tests a risk analysis must be carried out. The results of the analysis 
compellingly state that the passed tests according to DIN EN 15194 do not suffice. Therefore, sup-
plementary tests must be carried out. For this reason we recommend at least the Advanced tests for 
pedelecs. In case of any further inquiries regarding the CE marking, feel free to contact us.

Standards of institutes, manufacturers and companies
Various universities, company-own and test institutes have created their own standards, which makes 
sense, as the DIN EN ISO standards are not sufficient. In the case of “self-made“ standards the checking 
of the tests against the realistic appearance of damage is of major importance which is often neglec-
ted. Unfortunately, we have not yet succeeded in unifying the multitude of gametes of progressive bi-
cycle tests and to set up a strong standard above current standards. We have validated our test cycles 
for you, in which reliable comparisons with component failure during operation were made.

Single-step tests, multi-step tests and test blocks
Single-step tests are tests during which a load level is driven repeatedly. Most tests are performed in 
form of a sine wave or trapezium-shaped. The load can be applied dynamically, i.e. it oscillates bet-
ween two levels without zero crossing. Cyclical tests are tests during which the test forces vary from a 
positive value to a negative value and vice versa.

During multi-step tests (Advanced, Advanced Plus) several load levels are driven. This is typically realised 
by applying first an inferior load level a determined number of alternations of load, e.g. 50,000 load cycles 
with a force of 1,200 N. During the next step the load is increased, e.g. 20,000 load cycles at 1,500 N.

During test blocks (Multiload) several load levels are tested. The special feature is that these are com-
prised in individual, small blocks and checked. These small blocks are assembled in a test procedure 
and repeated until a certain number of total load alternations have been completed. That’s how we 
test components according to “Multiload”.

FAQ
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Operating stress fatigue tests (real time tests)
This testing method starts with the precise knowledge of the loads occurring during cycling. These 
must be determined during real data measurement rides. Reduced by the non-damaging shares, 
these are subsequently applied into the test piece. At present, there are no paired off measurements 
which are generally recognized. The tests require usually the usage of hydropulsers. 
This testing method that is actually the most reasonable one is at the same time the most time and 
cost consuming one.

Uniaxial, biaxial and multiaxis
Each load direction typically requires one testing axis. Uniaxial tests are typically the tests of a seat 
tube reproducing the road loads with a cylinder pressing downward.
Biaxial tests reproduce e.g. pedal forces or riding out of the saddle, with one cylinder respectively per 
pedal replacement body simulating the rider’s forces.
Multiaxis tests try to realize many load cases with one clamping of the test piece.
The problem with such test stands is that the higher number of actors in many fields of the bicycle 
generate masses that may not exist in reality. This often entails oscillations that may lead to false test 
results.

Fatigue endurable versus fatigue resistant
The term “fatigue endurable“ (German: dauerfest) is often used in combination with products. “Fa-
tigue endurable“ assumes that a product is infinitely durable. There is simply no such product where 
this would be the case. A fatigue endurable plane would never take-off, the driving shaft of a small 
car would have to weigh more than 75 kg to fulfil these requirements.

In the field of aeroplanes and vehicles the constructions must be fatigue resistant. That means that a 
component provides the necessary safety against failures for a determined period of use under given 
conditions of use and the anticipated loads.

Therefore, factors, such as the permissible overall weight, the future approval for an intended use and 
the target service life, must be taken into account, as well.

Intended use, predictable misuse, improper use
Everybody understands that riding a road racing bike in a bikepark is improper use. The road racing 
bike is actually not built for such a use and bound to fail. There is no remedy available to prevent such 
action.

Riding on tarred roads or hard-surface roads and trails 
must be regarded as intended use of such a bicycle. 
Training as well as racing use comply with the intended 
use from a certain quality level on. This kind of use must of 
course be included in the tests.

Jolting up a kerbstone or riding through a water drain 
channel with grids while sitting in the saddle does not 
comply with the intended use, is however a foreseeable 
(mis)use. Therefore, the resistance to damage resulting 
from such events must be checked and covered.

FAQ
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TEST PROCEDURE
All tests of the SAFETY series are destructive tests. The products cannot be rebuilt or reused
after the test.

DURATION OF THE TESTING SERVICES
In general, SAFETY tests will be performed within three to ten working days.
Please place your testing order in good time.

Rush orders including delivery of the results within 72 hours, will be invoiced at an extra charge of 
25 %. Please get in touch with us to discuss the details!

The prices mentioned for the individual testings and SAFETY packages are inclusive of expenda-
ble items, however exclusive of VAT, in case of collection by the customer.
If delivered within Germany, we permit ourselves to charge dispatch costs at € 15.00 per packa-
ge. For deliveries abroad please get in touch with us

Further counselling interviews which go beyond the standard tests and aim e.g. at a product 
optimization are charged at an hourly rate of € 125.00 for and engineer and € 250.00 for the 
managing director.
We permit ourselves to charge customers we have no current business relation with an advance
payment.

PRICING

VOLUME DISCOUNTS
Please note our sales-related quantity discount for the PERFORMANCE, SAFETY and QUALITY 
testing services:

As soon as the tests ordered by you per calendar year exceed the below-mentioned amount for 
all three testing service fields, a volume discount on the total amount achieved shall be gran-
ted retrospectively. That means the price for the next test order in the subsequent year will be 
reduced by this discount.

From a test volume of
•  5,000.00 Euro net we allow a 5 % discount
• 10,000.00 Euro net we allow a 10 % discount
• 15,000.00 Euro net we allow a 15 % discount
• 20,000.00 Euro net we allow a 20 % discount
• 25,000.00 Euro net we allow a 25 % discount
• 30,000.00 Euro net we allow a discount as agreed.

The prices are valid from 06/2020. 

All testing orders are settled according to the enclosed General Terms and Order Conditions of 
Zedler – Institut für Fahrradtechnik und -Sicherheit GmbH.



Feel free to contact us:
Zedler – Institut für Fahrradtechnik und -Sicherheit GmbH 
Hundshalde 4
D-71634 Ludwigsburg
+49 (0) 7141 / 29 99 27 - 0
www.zedler.de | info@zedler.de

Technical details in the text and illustrations of the portfolio are subject to change.

© No part of this publication may be reprinted, translated or transmitted by hand or with mechanical or electronic 
systems or used for another business purpose without prior written permission.

Last update: 06/2020
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DIRK ZEDLER | Managing Director
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JÜRGEN HAAG

Testing Technician

DAVID HEIL

Assistant to Testing Technology
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FRANK LEYRER
Graduate Engineer (BA)

Head of Testing Systems
+49 (0) 7141 / 29 99 27 - 21
f.leyrer@zedler.de

ANNELIES  
ROKITTE-ELMERING
Magistra Artium

Administration
+49 (0) 7141 / 29 99 27 - 0
a.rokitte-elmering@zedler.de

NORMAN THALHEIMER
Bachelor of Engineering

Test Engineer
+49 (0) 7141 / 29 99 27 - 11
n.thalheimer@zedler.de

JULIUS WEIMANN
Graduate Engineer (FH)

Test Engineer
+49 (0) 7141 / 29 99 27 - 15
j.weimann@zedler.de

YOUR TEAM OF
Zedler – Institut für Fahrradtechnik und -Sicherheit GmbH

WHAT HAPPENS TO THE TEST PIECES
In principle, all units under test are returned to the customer.
The customer is obliged to store or file the respective test piece after it has been returned by  
Zedler Institut GmbH for a period of time of eleven years at least in view or preserving evidence. 
All disadvantages that arise from the infringement of the obligation to store shall be at the expen-
se of the principal.
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